F

ew would have
guessed in
1998 that Peter
Pickett would
embark on a journey
of creating a world renowned
brass mouthpiece and accessory
manufacturing company.
However, after accepting a
mechanical engineering job
out of college in Lexington,
Kentucky, Peter spun up his
first lathe to do just that.

With the new shop situated in his backyard, Peter was able to turn his
fascination with trumpet aesthetics into trim kits for his instruments. In
the process of developing and creating a firm business foundation, his
focus turned to the design of brass instrument mouthpieces.
Peter’s engineering graduate studies revolved around acoustic modeling
of the trumpet air column and active control systems. Combining this
work with his BA in trumpet performance brought to bear passion and
skill, ensuring a lasting drive and ultimately an efficient and effective
business.

The design and creation
process of Pickett Brass
mouthpieces is not a
replication or reproduction of
any other company’s process
in the industry. Process
design, from the ground
up, has been painstakingly
thought through to provide
the best possible quality
in a strikingly efficient manner. From
in-house CAD software and one of
a kind tooling to heavily customized
shop management software, we have
created a business system that allows

us to focus on the musician, resulting in an
unmatched experience in the creation of truly
one of a kind mouthpieces that are second to
none in quality and design.
From humble beginnings, Pickett Brass has
transformed through the years into a world
renowned brass mouthpiece and accessory
manufacturing company.
Enjoy the craftsmanship and quality that we
have developed for you.

Made in
Lexington, Kentucky

We turn sketch and
metaphor into function
and form, utilizing an
efficient system of
measurement, design, and
manufacturing...
all under one roof.

Custom work

Who we do it for

the
original...
The Pickett
rim contour is
characterized by
a semi-flat profile,
slightly wider than
typical, with a well
defined bite. This
results in an extremely
comfortable rim with
the benefit of accurate

Trumpet Mouthpieces

and responsive
articulations.

Available in a multitude
of diameters.

...any way you
can dream.
Bring about a variety of tone colors through
a wide selection of cup shapes.
Pair your rim and cup with your instrument
through a host of backbore profiles from a
compressed, commercial backbore to wide
open symphonic designs.
With thousands of possible combinations,
there’s one for you.

we speak cornet...
Pickett Brass understands the modern cornet player and
offers a range of choices that accommodate all genres
of performance on the cornet, from blending in an
ensemble to standing out as a soloist.

...and flugel.
Discover the range of tone
colors achievable through
our mouthpiece designs, all
with the comfort and ease
of playing which Pickett
mouthpieces are known.

LOVE.

Best m

please keep up this high quality
the other manufacturers!
very well
made, with excellent sound
superior to any other mouthpiece i have used.
superb workmanship!
top quality product and service.

really first class!

perfect fit and look.

they always listen and work with me.
i went to the
Beautifully
fantastic quality
and consistency.
shop with
the products are always 1st class.
my daughter
who is an
thanks for making a great product!
aspiring
simply the best trumpet
trumpeter.
she was
it was better than any mp i have ever played on.
Great sound. Best m
treated
extremely precise work. exactly what i asked for.
with utmost excellentWorld
class products
respect
your customer service and willingness to help the client is fabulous.
and care in
The
is really
parts arepiece
working wonderfully.
determining the valve caps and trim
what
very easy to work with and communication is excellent.
equipment
I've ever had.
great - first rate to be able to talk to the guy
was best.
that meant a i am very impressed with the work at pickett. i would recommend
them highly to any level of player.
great deal to
me.
most responsive mp's i have ever played.

Outstan

fantastic! Superb workmansh

fantastic craftsmanship! the stems i ordered really improved the feel of my trumpet.

outstanding mouthpieces and super-fast delivery...
what more could you ask for?!

mouthpiece ever h
service as it certainly sets you apart from many of

Great craftmanship!

the quickness of response and the speed of delivery of the ordered items is outstanding.
quality
superb customer service! it was a pleasure to deal with pickett brass.
second to
the staff are always friendly and professional!
none! daily
made
and
plays
great!
communication
everything
is perfect
!
via the best run
excellent design and attention to detail.
website on the
quality merchandise at reasonable prices! i love it!!
net. everyday
mouthpiece i've ever played on.
there is an
you should do this full-time peter! :)
update that
mouthpiece
I mile.
ever played. you
peter always goes the extra
can view.
excellent
no
need to
quick and efficient communication on all levels.
wonder
what's
peter takes care of his customers!
going on. it's
would recommend
pickett brass
anyone. finest
great!
one
oftothe
all
right there
you guys are always willing to work with me.
in your account
just perfect...nice finish on the mouthpiece...exactly as i wanted.
status. and the
mouthpieces?
y that actually makes your mouthpiece.
they are
pickett brass is extremely customer friendly. they work to make
certain their customers are completely satisfied.
fantastic.
you have a
the customer service was fantastic. any correspondence was
replied
to immediately.
customer in me!
hip
and
great customer ser-

nding!

fast response and great customer service. good service and information.
i absolute love your work peter! i get more resonance on this mouthpiece than any other
horn. my colleagues noticed a difference immediately!

308 north ashland ave
lexington ky 40502 USA
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